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1 INTRODUCTION
Research Problem. Virtualization provides enhanced security, con-
solidation, and efficient resource management. However, the tech-
nique itself can harm performance with memory virtualization con-
sidered as one of the most dominant factors [14, 15, 25]. Virtual-
ization introduces an additional layer of memory abstraction that
magnifies address translation overhead. To improve performance,
industry has followed a holistic approach for huge pages [1, 2]. Pro-
cessor vendors have improved Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB)
reach by substantially increasing its size for huge pages. To exploit
that hardware support, OS/hypervisor vendors have enhanced the
memory management algorithms to map memory with huge pages.
Motivation. Despite their prominent efficiency [20], huge pages
alone still fail to eliminate the address translation performance over-
head for modern applications with large working sets and irregular
access patterns. For example, in our experiments we observe up to
35% of performance overhead with virtualization due to TLB misses.
The root cause is that huge pages are yet another form of fixed size
mappings, providing limited TLB reach. As applications needs grow
and address spaces are also about to expand [4], we expect memory
virtualization overheads to increase further even in the presence of
huge pages, following the fate of 4KB pages.
Our goal is to provide an address translation scheme that reduces
the memory virtualization overhead. Prior works that increase TLB
reach use contiguous virtual-to-physical mappings [2, 8, 12, 14, 18,
21–23, 27] to perform address translation through some form of
[base,limit,offset,permission] representation. Instead, we propose
decoupling offsets from strict virtual-to-physical contiguous address
boundaries and use broader offset mappings to predict a missing
address translation. Our proposed translation scheme is an oppor-
tunistic mechanism for hiding TLB misses and could accompany
mechanisms that increase TLB reach.

2 BACKGROUND
Virtual memory simplifies programming and enables resource man-
agement. Architectural support primarily relies on TLBs that cache
address translations. However, TLBs often fail to cover the large
working sets of applications, exposing virtual memory as a perfor-
mance bottleneck in modern systems.
Virtualization is an abstraction technique that allows a hypervisor
to create and present virtual platforms to multiple guest virtual ma-
chines, managing the host physical resources. Virtualizing memory
adds an extra layer of indirection between applications and physical
memory. Three different address spaces exist: (i) the guest virtual
address space (GVA), (ii) the guest physical address space (GPA),
and (iii) the host physical address space (HPA), imposing 2D address
translation requirements. The guest operating system (OS) manages
the guest page table (gPT) that holds GVA→GPA mappings for
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each process. Nested paging is the major hardware-assisted tech-
nique for memory virtualization. The guest OS controls gPT and
the hypervisor maintains separate nested page tables (nPT) holding
GPA→HPA mappings. Special 2D hardware page walkers walk gPT
and nPT in a nested way to retrieve GVA→GPA→HPA translations.
Nesting multiplies TLB miss latency, requiring up to 24 memory
references [9].
Huge pages reduce the cost and the number of TLB misses. Guest
and nested huge pages reduce the first and second dimension of a
2D walk. A huge page that spans both dimensions is cached on a
single TLB entry, increasing TLB reach. Modern system software
uses huge 2M pages transparently on a best effort basis [3]. The
enhanced hardware support in modern processors has boosted the
technique’s efficiency, establishing its presence for next generation
processors. However, huge pages still fail to eliminate TLB misses.

3 OFFSET ADDRESS TRANSLATION
We propose SpOT, a hardware/software co-designed address transla-
tion scheme that combines offset mappings with speculative execu-
tion. We define an offset mapping as a group of virtual pages that
are mapped in physical memory using the same offset. Offset map-
pings are of unlimited size and can be contiguous or discontinuous
(Figure 1a). These two properties qualify offset mappings as an ideal
substrate for enhancing TLB performance through a best-effort ap-
proach. SpOT introduces software and hardware support to enhance
the creation of offset mappings and to leverage their existence by
speculative address translation. On the software side, we extend the
system memory management to enable and enhance offset contiguity.
SpOT does not require storing offset mappings in memory. Instead it
completely decouples them from virtual address boundaries and re-
lies on modest hardware support to track dynamically active offsets
and predict address translation on TLB misses.

3.1 Software Support for Offset Contiguity
We propose enhancing the system allocator with offset contigu-
ity awareness (OCA). Prior research typically employs prealloca-
tion [8, 14, 18] to create large contiguous mappings. However, pre-
allocation is not always sufficient to extract all available contiguity
in the system, particularly when applications allocate and release
memory dynamically. In addition, preallocation restricts agile mem-
ory management and introduces memory bloat. OCA enhances the
creation of offset mappings, releasing from preallocation need.
Background on Memory Management. Each physical memory
frame is represented in the OS by the page struct holding sta-
tus metadata. Buddy allocator is the core mechanism for memory
management. It maintains [0, MAX_ORDER] lists, each populated
by free aligned blocks of 2order pages. This power-of-two logic
supports fast memory coalescing and simplifies the management of
free blocks. Memory allocation requests are served by order 0 (4K
pages) or order 9 (2M pages [2]). If the lists are empty, larger blocks
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Figure 1: The OCA mechanism in native execution.

Average Min Max

Default 0.22 0.10 155
OCA 0.19 0.09 158

Table 1: Latency (us) of allocation with OCA.

are split recursively. When memory is freed, the buddy allocator
coalesces properly aligned free neighboring blocks (buddies) of the
same order recursively, to control external fragmentation.

Contiguous populated virtual memory areas (VMA) in a process’s
address space are represented in the OS by the vma struct. By
default the system maps each area using random pages from the
buddy allocator. Page allocation occurs when virtual pages are ac-
cessed for the first time (demand paging). This random allocation
inhibits the creation of contiguous mappings.
OCA mechanism. We propose a set of simple extensions to map
virtual memory areas to contiguous physical regions using the same
offset on a best effort basis. Figure 1 depicts the basic steps of the
mechanism. OCA tracks the offset (i.e., vaddr− paddr) of the first
page allocation for a VMA and stores it as minimal metadata exten-
sion in the corresponding structure. On a future neighboring page
allocation in the same VMA, OCA tries to allocate the page start-
ing at paddr = vaddr− vma→o f f set to extend the current offset
mapping of the region.

OCA examines the availability of the target page relying com-
pletely on existing structure page metadata. It retrieves a handle to
the target page’s structure using the system memory map (mem_map)
that is indexed by page physical address. Dedicated attributes (_map-
count, _count) indicate if the target is already in use or if it is
part of a free list along with its current order (private). To locate
a target page that is part of a larger block, OCA examines recursively
the status of the higher order blocks that could contain that page
using buddy address computation. To control external fragmentation,
OCA conditionally constrains the recursion depth.

When allocating a page with OCA there are three scenarios. In
case the target physical page is free and of the requested order, OCA
allocates it. In case the target page is free but part of a higher or-
der block, OCA splits it using the default buddy mechanisms and
allocates the target page. In case the target page is occupied, OCA
falls back to system’s default random allocation routine. After a
number of unsuccessful allocation attempts using the same offset,
the vma → o f f set is updated based on the last random mapping. Al-
lowing multiple unsuccessful attempts can counter-intuitively boost
contiguity since a few occupied pages do not negate an offset’s conti-
guity potential. In fact, the neighbors of an occupied page are likely
to be free due to buddy allocator’s splitting nature. However, failed
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Figure 2: OCA combined with pure nested paging creates effec-
tive end-to-end offset mappings.

attempts may introduce small discontinuities or “holes”. Fortunately,
our proposed hardware support can deal with such discontinuities.
The threshold of allocation attempts could change dynamically based
on VMA size and OCA success statistics. In our current implemen-
tation we statically set it to 2048 base pages.

OCA is very simple to implement, avoids costly data structure
searches and remains extremely lightweight in terms of latency (Ta-
ble 1). OCA provides contiguity across allocation requests and is
independent to their order. Therefore it preserves demand paging and
supports both base and huge pages. Its effectiveness relies primarily
on the locality of memory references. Applications tend to access
regions of their address space in bursts, triggering successive alloca-
tion requests. This behavior combined with the coalescing nature of
buddy allocator occasionally leads to contiguous or clustered page
mappings even in the default system [12, 22, 23]. OCA controls and
enhances this effect by seeking offset contiguity explicitly.
Virtualized execution. Nested paging involves the memory manage-
ment of both guest OS and hypervisor in the 2D mappings creation
(GVA→GPA→HPA), imposing additional challenges in contiguity
extraction. Applying OCA independently in each dimension boosts
the creation of end-to-end offset mappings successfully, releasing
from the necessity of coordination between the two software compo-
nents. Figure 2 provides an example of OCA nested paging.
Interaction with preallocation. Eager paging [18] is a flexible pre-
allocation technique that targets the creation of contiguous mappings.
It allocates physical memory at application request time (malloc())
by requesting high order blocks from the buddy allocator. OCA is
orthogonal to eager paging and can boost further its efficiency, as
it extends mappings across eager requests and exploits unaligned
contiguity spread across buddy allocator’s blocks.
Results. Table 2 shows the number of contiguous mappings (ranges)
and unique offsets that are needed to map 99% of applications’ mem-
ory with (i) demand nested THP, (ii) demand nested THP OCA,
and (iii) eager nested THP OCA. We observe that default nested
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Figure 3: Speculative Address Translation based on Offset (SpOT).

Mem. Nested THP Demand THP CA Eager THP CA
(GB) Ranges Offsets Ranges Offsets Ranges Offsets

mummer 0.47 1351 1252 1150 1030 95 80
deepsjeng 7.05 1083 288 25 12 52 41
Liblinear 30.53 3767 2131 31 22 20 19
PageRank 82.07 11077 10169 97 65 28 28
XSBench 128.23 3129 1136 123 62 14 10
BT-E 174.46 27273 19102 141 102 51 45
average - 2795 1672 96 65 41 37

Table 2: Number of contiguous mappings (ranges) and unique
offsets to map 99% of application’s total memory footprint
(first column) with nested paging using (i) demand THP, (ii) de-
mand THP OCA, and (iii) eager THP OCA.

paging with THP results in a high number of contiguous and offset
mappings. With nested THP OCA, the number of both mappings
reduces significantly. Applying eager allocations reduces the number
further but to a less extent. Taking also into account the benefits of
preserving demand paging, we assume demand nested THP OCA
for the rest of the paper. Finally, these results show that using off-
set instead of contiguous mappings would requires less translation
entries for all software management schemes.

3.2 Hardware Support for Offset Prediction
SpOT targets to reduce TLB miss overhead by hiding it with spec-
ulative execution. On a TLB miss event, the proposed mechanism
speculatively selects an offset from GVA to HPA and predicts the host
physical translation while a verification page walk happens in the
background. SpOT’s hardware support primarily consists of a sim-
ple prediction table that holds [offset,permission] values. Figure 3
presents SpOT’s hardware support along with its basic functionality.
Prediction table. We use program counter (PC) for indexing and tag
matching in the prediction table, since only a few instructions are typ-
ically responsible for the majority of TLB misses. SpOT associates a
PC that triggered a TLB miss with the offset of the missing address
translation. Next time the same PC triggers a TLB miss, SpOT will
use the previous offset to predict the missing address translation.
SpOT derives its effectiveness from instructions locality and the
coarse representation of offset mappings (Section 3.1). Note that
recent work [30] proposed a similar mechanism to predict a few bits
of physical address, targeting L1 data cache capacity. SpOT predicts
the entire physical addresses targeting virtual memory overhead.
How it works. We consider speculation for last level TLB misses
that trigger page walks. A TLB miss triggers both the default nested
page walk and a lookup in the prediction table. SpOT uses the PC

of the instruction that missed in the TLB, subtracts the selected
offset from the GVA that triggered the miss, and predicts a spec
HPA = GVA − o f f set, together with the permission rights. The
CPU execution proceeds with the spec HPA, entering speculative
execution-mode, and the verification page walk continues in the
background. When the walk completes there are two scenarios: (i)
speculation was correct and SpOT managed to hide the page walk
cost, and (ii) speculation was incorrect and SpOT must trigger a
pipeline flush and instruction replay. Flush is necessary because
following instructions may have consumed incorrect data, similarly
to branch mispredictions. The prediction table is updated after each
speculation event, as explained next.
Increasing accuracy. Mis-speculation penalty can restrict the SpOT’s
effectiveness and even affect overall performance. To increase its
accuracy we introduce a 2-bit confidence counter (cc) for each pre-
diction entry. In case the same or different offset for a PC is verified,
the confidence counter increases or decreases accordingly. For every
TLB miss, SpOT uses the confidence counter to control whether that
offset should be used for prediction.
Increasing coverage. If the prediction table is always updated with
the latest offset after the verification page walk, then offsets that
exhibit low prediction potential might thrash the prediction table. To
address that, the OS marks a bit in each page table entry (PTE) that
belongs to an offset mapping. The prediction table gets updated only
by entries with that bit set. OS marking is simple: OCA sets that
PTE bit at allocation time (section 3.1) by examining if a number
of the new entry’s neighbours share the same offset. In virtualized
2D execution, this support is included in both gPT and nPT, so that
SpOT is updated only if both entries have the bit set.
Hiding the verification page walk cost. With SpOT the cost of
the verification page walk cost can be entirely or partially hidden
with useful work in case of correct prediction. Useful work can
happen by prefetching data using the speculative address translation,
overlapping the page walk cost with the data fetch cost [16, 24]. In
case the processor allows also aggressive speculative execution, it
can execute instructions that depend on the missing translation/data,
increasing further performance opportunity.
Security considerations. Speculation has been identified as source
for security vulnerabilities through side-channel attacks in memory.
Fortunately, several mechanisms have been proposed to hide the
speculation effects in the memory system [19, 28]. We assume the
existence of such mechanisms to ensure secure execution. Note that
such mechanisms are necessary regardless of employing SpOT.
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Figure 4: (a) Virtual memory execution overheads due to data TLB misses that trigger page walks. (b) Percentage of TLB misses that
SpOT made (i) correct predictions (cp), (ii) mispredictions (mp), and (iii) no predictions (np).

Performance Model

Ideal execution time Tideal = T2M −C2M
Avg. page walk cost AvgC4K,2M =C4K,2M /M4K,2M
Meas. page walk overhead Over4K,2M =C4K,2M /Tideal

SpOT overhead OverSpOT =((NPSIM ∗AvgC2M)+
MPSIM∗(AvgC2M +MPpenalty))/Tideal

T: Total execution cycles M4K,2M : page walks with 4K/2M
C: Cycles spent in page walks NPSIM : Simulated no predictions
MPSIM : Simulated mispredictions MPpenalty: 20 cycles

Table 3: Performance model based on hardware performance
counters and hardware emulation through BadgerTrap.

4 EVALUATION
Methodology. We prototype OCA in Linux kernel v3.15.5 for anony-
mous and copy-on-write page faults (4K and THP), khugepaged
allocations and page cache allocations through readahead(). We
run our workloads natively and virtualized using qemu-kvm v2.1.2.
We use a system based on Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630 v4 cores (Broad-
well microarchitecture) at 2.2GHz, equipped with 256 GB memory.
Each core has a private TLB hierarchy: the L1 TLB has 64 and 32
entries for 4K and 2M pages, the L2 STLB has 1536 entries for
both 4K/2M pages. We collect statistics from performance counters
with perf (CPU cycles, TLB misses, page walk cycles) to quantify
virtual memory overhead. We emulate SpOT with BadgerTrap [13],
instrumenting the L2 STLB misses of our real system as applications
run. To estimate the performance impact of SpOT we use a simple
linear performance model [8, 12, 18, 24] as shown in Table 3. For
SpOT we assume that: (i) correct speculations hide the entire TLB
miss cost, (ii) decisions to not apply speculation expose the entire
TLB miss cost, and (iii) mis-speculations add extra 20 cycles for
flushing the pipeline [24] on top of the TLB miss cost. We use a
diverse set of TLB intensive benchmarks from the domains of graph
analytics, high-performance computing, and machine learning.

Results. Figure 4a presents performance overheads due to data TLB
misses for native (yellow bar) and virtualized (red bar) execution of
the real system, and for SpOT emulated system (green bar) under
virtualized execution. Note that overhead values that are higher
than 100% appear because the performance counters are unable to
capture overlapped page walk cycles and the baseline is the ideal
native execution with 2M pages.

We observe that the address translation overhead is exceptionally
high in the presence of 4K pages. Huge pages reduce the translation
overhead, but they do not eliminate it despite the facts that: (i) latest
generation processors have substantially increased substantial TLB
capacity for huge pages, and (ii) huge pages cover more than 99%
of all applications memory footprint except for mummer (64%).
Virtualization amplifies the address translation overhead which can
grow up to 35% (9% geomean), with almost half of the cost attributed
to nested page walks.

We evaluate SpOT with a 32-entry prediction table as an oppor-
tunistic mechanism to improve the performance of huge pages. SpOT
reduces significantly the performance overhead of huge pages (2%
geomean). The performance improves for all applications, but to
a less extent for mummer and liblinear. These applications expe-
rience a high number of TLB misses with irregular access pattern
that stress SpOT. Note that SpOT with eager nested paging (not
shown) reduces further the performance overhead of huge pages at
1% (geomean), because preallocation assists the creation of larger
offset mappings (Table 2). To understand better the performance
of SpOT, Figure 4b breaks down the percentage of TLB misses for
which SpOT predicted correctly, mis-predicted, and did not predict
at all, per application. We observe that the percentage of correct pre-
dictions can be over 95%, while the percentage of mis-speculations
is never more than 14%.

We compare SpOT’s performance with direct segments [8, 14]
that map a large contiguous region of a workload’s virtual memory
to a single segment using [base, limit, offset, permissions] represen-
tation. Figure 4a shows that direct segments (DS bar) eliminate the
cost of TLB misses. Despite their efficiency, direct segments are
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rigid as the technique mostly omits paging and requires segment cre-
ation when booting the VM. SpOT preserves the benefits of demand
paging and achieves performance close to that of direct segments.

Overall, the high quality of offset mappings that OCA generates
together with the prediction table and its confidence mechanisms
allow SpOT to successfully predict the address translation for the
majority of TLB misses while keeping the mis-predictions rare.

5 RELATED WORK
SpecTLB [6] and Glue [24] predict address translation to hide page
walk latency. Both techniques target partially populated huge pages
due to conservative huge page promotion or posterior demotion.
Therefore, they rely on huge page indexing and provide at best same
performance as with huge pages. Instead, our approach leverages
offset mappings of unlimited size and is not restricted by indexing
schemes. However, we have not evaluated SpOT in such scenarios.

DVM [16] introduces identity mappings, i.e., regions for which
the virtual address is the same as the physical address. An optional
enhancement of DVM allows prefetching data using speculation
and validating the translation and access rights in parallel, similar to
our approach. However, DVM’s identity mappings impose restric-
tions for common OS mechanisms, e.g., copy-on-write and fork. In
contrast, our approach is compatible with such mechanisms.

Multiple studies propose TLB coalescing to increase TLB reach
in native execution [12, 21–23, 27]. That technique concatenates
opportunistically contiguous or clustered page-based mappings into
slightly modified TLBs. However, coalesced representation and in-
dexing usually restrict the maximum size of concatenated transla-
tions, and hence limit the TLB reach. In addition, most of those
works use architectural snooping techniques to detect translation
regions suitable for coalescing or require the operating system to
explicitly mark them. Applying such approaches in a nested virtual-
ized environment is not straightforward due to the additional layer
of indirection in address spaces.

Redundant memory mappings [18] support multiple large con-
tiguous virtual-to-physical mappings on top of paging through [base,
limit, offset, permissions] representation. The technique is more
robust than direct segments [8], but it targets native execution, it
involves architectural complexity, and is still based on a milder form
of memory preallocation. These aspects impose challenges to extend
that method in virtualized environments. Our approach discards the
need of preallocation and enables address translation by decoupling
offsets from address boundaries.

Several mechanisms reduce the cost of TLB misses [5, 7, 10, 25,
29]. Our proposal is orthogonal, as those mechanisms can accelerate
the validation page walk that occurs in the background. Finally,
TLB prefetching also hides the cost TLB misses [11, 17, 26]. TLB
prefetching relies on observing the TLB miss patterns to predict the
next missing translation. Our approach predicts speculatively the
physical address for the missing translation when it occurs.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In summary the main contributions of this paper are: (i) we intro-
duce an opportunity for improved address translation through offset
mappings, (ii) we propose modest changes in software and hardware
to boost the creation of offset mappings and to dynamically identify
them for translation prediction in case of TLB miss, and (iii) we

evaluate the proposed mechanism using a variety of workloads and
software/hardware configurations. Our hardware/software co-design
improves significantly the performance of huge pages. As future
work, we plan to explore more sophisticated prediction mechanisms
to further increase the performance and accuracy of SpOT.
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